
HELPING CLOVER 
DELIVER SINCE 2005

Shell Fleet Solutions



OVERVIEW

One of South Africa’s leading consumer 
brands, Clover has been working 
with Shell for 15 years, choosing Shell 
products and services to keep their fleet 
and network of factories operating 
smoothly and growing sustainably. 

7  
factories

1000 
vehicles 

800+ 
trucks fuelled on-site daily 

24/7 
refrigeration
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FROM FARM TO CUSTOMER –  
AN INTEGRATED FLEET SOLUTION

Shell Fuel Card 
and Fleet Management services

Onsite homebase facility
With high-speed fuel pumps

Leading technology 
Shell Diesel Extra 

Shell service station network
A strategically located nationwide network
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Keeping products cool 
Reliable refrigeration is essential to maintain  
quality and hygiene.

 ▉ Over 60% of Clover’s products need to be 
refrigerated 24/7 to ensure every product arrives 
in the best condition. The trucks’ cooling units are 
critical to the operation. 

 ▉ Keeping the company’s generators going is even 
more critical against South Africa’s backdrop of 
scheduled power outages

THE KEY CHALLENGES 
ALONG THE WAY

Keeping equipment running 
Access to high-quality fuel is key in a country where 
supply can be difficult.

 ▉ Quality fuel is vital to keep the company’s 
production facilities and vehicles running

 ▉ Its advanced formulation can help reduce machinery 
breakdowns that can lead to product loss, delayed 
deliveries and higher maintenance costs

Shell is a one-stop-shop for us, 
providing an integrated solution to 

fully support Clover’s business

JAN CONRADIE
NATIONAL FLEET MANAGER, CLOVER
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Why Clover chooses Shell
 ▉ Access to high-quality fuel that is vital  

to business continuity

 ▉ Along with high quality fuel, Shell provides specialist 
equipment and storage tanks which are central to 
Clover’s operation

 ▉ Simplified operations for fleet managers –  
from on-site facilities to on-the-road support

 ▉ Reduced CO2 emissions through advanced diesel 
formulation designed for better fuel economy

A PARTNERSHIP 
FOUNDED ON  
PERFORMANCE

Clover’s long-standing 
relationship with Shell is built 
on a range of tangible benefits 
that help the business to operate 
and compete more effectively 
throughout the supply chain with 
a reduced cost of ownership.
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Better fuel economy2

Evolving diesel engines need even better control 
on injector deposits in order to minimise efficiency 
losses. Shell Diesel Extra with DYNAFLEX Technology1 
is designed to help clean up the engine from carbon 
deposits and help you lower your fuel and  
operating costs.

More load-pulling power
Keeping your engines in good condition means 
more power to your wheels. Shell Diesel Extra 
helps provide more load-pulling power when 
needed and meets the Worldwide Fuel Charter 
requirements for less than 2% power loss associated 
with injector cleanliness.5

THE SHELL DIESEL  
EXTRA ADVANTAGE

We have an excellent 
relationship and share a 

common respect that extends 
from people to product

JAN CONRADIE
NATIONAL FLEET MANAGER, CLOVER

Corrosion protection
Shell Diesel Extra has a corrosion inhibitor to 
help prevent corrosion in critical fuel system 
components and storage tanks, which can 
mean less unplanned downtime and 
unscheduled maintenance.

 

Lower CO2 emissions  
and black smoke
Our advanced formulation can help you reduce 
your impact on the environment through more 
efficient combustion, better fuel economy and 
in turn lower CO2 emissions and black smoke.4

Shell Diesel Extra with DYNAFLEX Technology1 can help our customers 
reduce operating costs3 and increase fleet and equipment efficiency.3
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THE BENEFITS

Maintaining security of supply 
Access to a reliable supply chain which is vital to the success of a business.  

 ▉ Delivered both at Clover’s sites and through Shell’s large network 
of service stations throughout South Africa

Reducing maintenance and total cost of ownership
Shell Diesel Extra helps Clover to have cleaner injectors thus 
cutting maintenance costs and unplanned downtime. 

 ▉ With Shell Diesel Extra, there have been no reported issues 
with diesel injectors or fuel quality

Simplifying operations
Shell’s combination of on-site and on-the-road services make life 
easier for Clover’s fleet management team

 ▉ Shell provides and maintains high-speed fuel pumps at certain 
Clover sites, allowing for the efficient refuelling of a large fleet 

 ▉ Shell Fuel Cards enable fleet managers to track spending and tackle fraud

 ▉ Shell’s Fleet Management system makes it easy to collate billings 
and drive up fleet efficiencies
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| 1 DYNAFLEX Technology or DYNAFLEX formulation are our names for our latest generation of advanced formulations for gasoline and diesel fuels. See www.shell.com/commercialfuels for more information. | 2 Shell Diesel Extra is designed to help provide 
by up to 3% fuel economy, compared to regular diesel without fuel economy formula. Actual savings may vary according to vehicle, driving conditions and driving style. Internal Shell tests and with customers have shown a range of fuel savings depending on 
age of vehicle and type of operations. | 3 As experienced by some customers rather than Shell protocols. Benefits will vary according to type of operation, vehicle, driving conditions and driving style. | 4 In heavy-duty engines up to and including Euro III. 
| 5 Shell Diesel Extra with DYNAFLEX Technology meets the Worldwide Fuel Charter requirements for less than 2% power loss associated with injector cleanliness. 


